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The slightly irregular dictyonal framework consists of moderately thick beams,

somewhat uniformly beset with fine tubercles. The nodes of intersection exhibit no

thickening, and on the bounding surface slender tubercle-like bosses of moderate length

project freely (P1. CI. fig. 3). The dermal membrane contains rough pentacts disposed

regularly so as to form square meshes. In these spicules, the four uniformly long tangential

rays end in a knot-like swelling, while the much longer proximal radial, which becomes

narrower inferiorly, is simply rounded off or pointed. The parenchyma includes delicate

oxyhexacts with somewhat undulating rays, which sometimes divide, and may also

exhibit thickened points of intersection (P1. CI. figs. 5, 6). More frequently sphro

hexasters occur of variable size, and with a variable number of terminal rays. The

principal rays are either moderately short, bearing six to eight knobbed terminals, about

three times as long, somewhat markedly divergent and slightly curved (P1. CI. fig. 8), or

they are so shortened that they appear rather as a spherical thickening of the node of

intersection. In the latter form the numerous, long knobbed terminal rays look like

simple radii from a spherical centre (P1. CI. fig. 7).
0. Schmidt notes that the form was dredged at Havanua, West Indies, from a depth

of 158 fathoms.
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History.-In 1859 Gray' described and figured a new sponge procured from the West

Indies, which he regarded as representative of a new genus, and named .TI'Iijliusia, with

the specific name callocyatlees.2 The generic title was given in honour of Christlob

Mylius, who was the first to describe the singular Umbellularia groenlandica. r1hi

Proc. Zoo!. Soc. Lond., p. 439 ; Ann. and. May. Nat. Hi81., ser. 3, vol. v. p. 497.
Properly, caUoc'yathns, from xi9oç, a cup.
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